Introduction.
If a closed two-dimensional Riemannian manifold M is homeomorphic to a sphere or to the projective plane and A is any point of M, there exists a geodesic passing through A with a point on it conjugate to A (cf., e.g., Myers [l, p. 48, Corollary 2])(l). There exists a closed two-dimensional Riemannian manifold of any other given topological type such that no geodesic on the manifold has on it two mutually conjugate points. The simplest examples of these are manifolds of vanishing Gaussian curvature in the case of the torus and the Klein bottle, and manifolds of constant negative curvature in the remaining cases. In all these particular examples the differential equations defining the geodesies can be integrated and the properties in the large of the geodesies can be determined.
In the case of the flat torus or flat Klein bottle the geodesies are either periodic or recurrent but not periodic. In the case of closed manifolds of constant negative curvature the behavior of the geodesies is much more complex, but among other types there exist transitive geodesies.
In this paper our starting point will be the assumption that we have a closed two-dimensional Riemannian manifold M such that no geodesic on M has on it two mutually conjugate points. Our aim is to determine what properties of M or of the geodesies on M must follow from this hypothesis.
The possibility that M be homeomorphic to the sphere or to the projective plane is thereby eliminated and it is necessary to divide the possible closed manifolds into two classes. The first class is made up of manifolds homeomorphic to the torus or to the Klein bottle; the second class is made up of the remaining possible manifolds.
In Part I we study manifolds of the first class. Here the universal covering surface of 717 is a plane 0 provided with a metric which satisfies certain group properties.
It is shown that the hypothesis that there are no two mutually conjugate points on any geodesic implies that the geodesies in 0 behave in numerous respects like straight lines. Each unending geodesic g is the topological image of a straight line. There exists a constant 7? determined by M such that any unending geodesic lies between two parallel straight lines at a distance apart not exceeding 7?. Two geodesies can intersect in at most one point. A parallelism property holds in that, if g is any unending geodesic and P is any point not on g, there exists exactly one geodesic passing through P and not intersecting g.
There is the possibility that the hypothesis concerning the nonexistence of conjugate points implies that the Gaussian curvature vanishes identically. The authors have not been able to verify or disprove this conjecture.
However, it will be shown that an additional hypothesis concerning the nonexistence of focal points is sufficient to insure the identical vanishing of the Gaussian curvature.
This additional hypothesis as well as that concerning the nonexistence of conjugate points is implied by the hypothesis that, if g is any geodesic in © and P is any point not on g, there is just one geodesic passing through P and orthogonal to g.
In Part II we consider manifolds of the second class, as well as certain manifolds which are not closed. Here the universal covering surface is the interior of the unit circle. The hypothesis that no geodesic have on it two mutually conjugate points is fulfilled by a large class of manifolds and, in particular, by those with everywhere negative curvature.
The question with which we shall be principally concerned is that of the existence of transitive geodesies. The existence of such geodesies on closed orientable manifolds of genus greater than one has been proved under various hypotheses. The first proof which did not assume that the Gaussian curvature of the manifold was everywhere negative was given by Morse (cf. Morse [2] ), who showed the existence of transitive geodesies under the hypothesis of uniform instability. Subsequently, Hedlund (cf. Hedlund [2] ) proved that such geodesies exist on an extended class of manifolds, provided a different condition, which we term ray instability, is fulfilled. Both uniform instability and ray instability imply that no geodesic has on it two mutually conjugate points.
In the present paper we show that for a large class of two-dimensional manifolds the hypothesis that no geodesic has on it two mutually conjugate points is sufficient to imply the existence of transitive geodesies.
The attainment of the new results of both parts of the paper is made possible by use of the well known recurrence theorem of Poincaré which states that in a dynamical system with a bounded invariant integral almost all the motions are stable in the sense of Poisson.
Part I. Manifolds of Euclidean type 2. A class of simply-connected Riemannian manifolds of euclidean type.
We consider the quadratic form (2.1) ds2 = F2(x, y)(dx2 + dy2)
where F(x, y) is of class C3 and (2.2) 0 < a £F(x, y) S b, in the (x, y)-plane ©. This two-dimensional Riemannian manifold will be denoted by M (F) and termed a manifold of euclidean type.
The length of a rectifiable curve y on M(F) will be its length as determined by the metric (2.1) and will be denoted by L(y). The geodesies corresponding to (2.1) are of class C2 in terms of the arc length as parameter and in terms of suitably chosen parameters giving the initial conditions. The manifold M(F) is complete in the sense of Hopf and Rinow (cf. Hopf and Rinow [l] ) and corresponding to a given pair of points P and Q of 0 there exists a geodesic segment joining P and Q which affords an absolute minimum of length relative to all rectifiable curves joining P and Q. Following Morse (cf. Morse [l]) we term such a geodesic segment a geodesic segment of class A. We term the length of a class A geodesic segment joining P and Q the distance between P and Q and denote it by D(P, Q). It is easily shown that the metric D(P, Q) satisfies the usual conditions (cf. Hausdorff [l, p. 94]) which are imposed on a metric.
A geodesic segment of class A is necessarily a simple curve. For, if the point P were a multiple point of the segment, we would have a geodesic segment of class A with identical end points and such a segment obviously could not be of class A.
A geodesic ray r is a geodesic with an initial point P which in terms of its arc length s measured from P is the continuous image of the half-line, 0 ?¿s < t». A geodesic ray is of class A, if every finite segment of it is a class A geodesic segment. It is evident that a geodesic ray of class A can have no multiple points and is the topological image of a half-line. As to the existence of class A geodesic rays, it is known (cf. Rinow [l ] ) that, if P is any point of ©, there exists a class A geodesic ray with initial point P.
An unending geodesic is a geodesic which in terms of its arc length 5 is the continuous image of the whole 5-axis, -<x> <s< cc. An unending geodesic g is said to be of class A if each finite segment of g is of class A. A class A unending geodesic can have no multiple points and is the topological image of a straight line. Under the conditions thus far imposed on M(F) we cannot infer the existence of unending geodesies of class A on M(F). As a matter of fact, it is not difficult to construct manifolds M(F) on which there are no unending geodesies of class A.
If we denote the euclidean distance (i.e., the distance when T^x, y) = l) between P and Q by E(P, Q), the following lemma can be stated. Lemma 2.1. If P and Q are arbitrary points of 0, aE(P, Q) ^ D(P, Q) = bE(P, Q).
For let 7 be a class A geodesic segment joining P and Q. With the aid of (2.2) we find that D(P, Q) = f F(x + yy2dt = a f (x2 + y2yi2dt ^ aE(P, Q), J y J y and the first inequality of the lemma is proved. If we let X be the E-line (euclidean line) segment joining P and Q, we have D(P, (?) = f ds = f ds = ¿> f (x2+ y2)li2dt = bE(P, Q), J y J \ J X and the proof of the lemma is complete. Let r be a geodesic ray, s the arc length on r measured from the initial point, P(s) the point of r determined by s, and 0 the origin. The geodesic ray r will be said to recede to infinity if lim,_+0O £(0, P(s)) = + <*>. An unending geodesic g will be said to recede to infinity if each of the geodesic rays into which g is divided by any point recedes to infinity.
As a rather evident consequence of Lemma 2.1, we can state the following theorem. Theorem 2.1. Every class A. geodesic ray and every class A unending geodesic on M(F) recedes to infinity.
We shall subsequently be concerned with the question of the extent to which geodesic segments, geodesic rays, or unending geodesies of class A behave like euclidean line segments, half-lines or whole lines, respectively.
To that end we introduce the following well known definitions.
If U is a set of points in © and P is a point of ©, we define the distance of the point P from the set U, or D(P, U), by 
If either of the bounds on the right does not exist, D(U, V) = + <x>. Two sets U and V will be said to be of the same type, or each will be said to be of the type of the other, if D( U, V) is finite.
If there were a uniform upper bound R of the type-distance between a class A geodesic segment and the E-line (euclidean line) segment with the same end points, we could infer the existence of a large class of unending geodesies of class A. As has been stated, the hypotheses made up to thispoint do not imply the existence of any class A unending geodesies, so that additional restrictions must be imposed to secure the existence of the constant R 3. Doubly-periodic Riemannian manifolds. Let 7i and 72 be translations of © into © such that the fixed lines of Ti and 72 are not identical. Let G be the doubly-periodic group with 7i and 72 as generators. The condition that F(x, y) be invariant under the translations of G will be ■ denoted by (I). A two-dimensional Riemannian manifold M(F) which satisfies (I) will be termed a doubly-periodic Riemannian manifold and denoted by M(F, I). We will term a closed half-line of 0 a euclidean ray or 73-ray. Theorem 3.3. Each geodesic ray r of class A on an M(F, I) is of the type of a unique E-ray I with the same initial point and the type-distance between I and r does not exceed the constant R of Theorem 3.1. Conversely, corresponding to any E-ray I there exists a class A geodesic ray r on M(F, 1) of the same type and with the same initial point as I. The type distance between I and r does not exceed the constant R.
Let r be a class A geodesic ray with initial point Pa and let s be the arc length on r measured from P0. Let Pn be the point on r such that the value of s determining Pn is n. According to Theorem 2.1, r recedes to infinity and consequently as n becomes infinite the 73-distance PoPn must become infinite. If the sequence 0<nx<n2< ■ ■ • is properly chosen, the sequence of 7£-rays lx, It, • ■ • , where h has the initial point Po and passes through P",., will have a unique limiting 7£-ray / with initial point Po-According to Theorem 3.1, the type-distance between the segment PoPni of r and the 7£-Iinc segment PoP", does not exceed 7?. It follows that the type-distance between / and r does not exceed 7?. Thus the existence of at least one 73-ray / corresponding to r and with the stated properties has been proved. To show that / is unique, suppose a second 73-ray /' exists with initial point Po and such that r is also of the type of /'. Since / and T are both of the type of r, it would follow that I and /' are of the same type and this is evidently not the case.
Conversely, given an E-ray /, let Pa, Pi, • ■ • be an ordered sequence of points on / such that Po is the initial point of / and the Ti-distance PoPn becomes infinite with «. If gn is a class A geodesic segment joining Po and P", it follows from Theorem 3.1 that g" cannot recede a distance exceeding R from the .E-line segment PoPn-If gn is oriented so that Po is its initial point, let e" denote the element of gn at P0. That is, e" is a triple of numbers (x0, yo, </>"), where (xo, yo) are the coordinates of Po and where <j>", with 0^(/>n^27r, is the angular coordinate at Po determined by the direction of gn at Po. The sequence 4>i, <f>2, • • • contains a subsequence converging to some value <j> and we say that the corresponding subsequence of ei, e2, • • • converges to the element e(xo, yo, c/>). The geodesic ray r with initial element e must be of class A, for it is the limit of class A geodesic segments gn. Since no point of gn can be at a distance exceeding R from the -E-line segment PoPn, it follows that no point of r can be at a distance from / exceeding R.
On the other hand, if Q is any point of I, Q is a point of PoPn for w greater than some properly chosen integer N. It follows from Theorem 3.1 that for n>N,gn has on it a point (?" such that D(Q, Qn) ¿¡R. Since gn is of class A, the length of the segment PoQn of gn is less than a constant independent of «.
In fact
It follows that the sequence Q\, Q2, ■ ■ ■ must contain a subsequence which converges to a point Q' of r. But then D(Q, Q') sSi?, and no point of / can be at a distance exceeding R from r. Thus r and / are of the same type with typedistance not exceeding R and the proof of Theorem 3.3 is complete.
Theorem 3.4. Let g\ and g2 be class A unending geodesies on an M(F, I) such that gi and g2 are not identical and intersect in a point P. Corresponding to e > 0, there exists a 8 > 0 such that, if g{ and g{ are those point sets of gi and g2, respectively, which are at distance at least e from P, the distance between any point of gí and any point of g2 cannot be less than 8.
The proof of this theorem is essentially the same as that of Theorem 6 of Morse [l] . If Theorem 3.4 were not true, there would exist an e>0, a sequence Si>52> • • • , with lim¿^+00 5t = 0, and a sequence of point pairs (Mi, Ni), (Mi, N2), ■ ■ ■ , Mi on g\, Ni on g2, with both Mt and Ni at distance at least e from P, and such that Iim¿_+00 D(Mit Ni)=0.
By proper choice of subsequences we can assume that P does not separate on gi any two points Mi and Mj, nor any two points Nt and N¡ on g2. Let Q be a point on gi, distinct from P and such that on g\, P separates Q and any point M,. Then the length of the broken geodesic f, consisting of the segment QP of gi and the segment PNi of g2 does not exceed the length of the geodesic segment QMi of gi by more than S¿. But the broken geodesic |¿ has a corner at P and the points Q and N{ can be joined by a geodesic segment the length of which is less than the length of |¿ by a fixed amount which is independent of i. Since Iim,_+00 hi = 0, we infer that for i sufficiently large the segment QMi of gj cannot be the shortest geodesic segment joining Q and Mi, contrary to the hypothesis that gx is of class A.
The proof of the theorem is complete. A set of points U of the plane 0 will be said to be periodic with period (m, n), if i/is invariant under the translation TfTZ, m2+n2?éQ, of G. The period (m, n), m>0, is a primitive period if m and n are relatively prime. The period (0, n) is a primitive period if n = 1. Corresponding to any period (m, n), there exists a unique primitive period (p, v) such that m=kp, n = kv, k integral. We term (p, v) the primitive period corresponding to (m, n). It is easily shown that if an 73-line has the period (m, n), it has all the periods and only the periods (ip, iv), i= ±1, ±2, • • • , where (p, v) is the primitive period corresponding to (m, n).
Theorem 3.5. If g is an unending class A periodic geodesic on an M(F, I) and g is of the type of the periodic E-line L with primitive period (p, v), then g has all the periods and only the periods (jp, jv), j= ±1, ±2, • • • .
For suppose that g has the period (m, n). Then g is invariant under the transformation PJT£. We show that T™T2 = T transforms L into itself. Since L and g are of the same type, their type-distance is less than a fixed constant C. The metric D(P, Q) is invariant under T and all its powers, so that the type-distance between Th(L) and Tk(g), k any positive integer, is less than C. But Tk(g) =g, and if T(L) were not L, the type-distance between Tk(L) and L would increase without limit as k becomes infinite. It would follow that for k sufficiently large, the type-distance between Tk(g)=g and Tk(L) would exceed C. But this type-distance is less than C and we infer that T(L) =L. Since L has only periods of the form (jp, jv), j integral, it follows that m=ip, n=iv, i a nonvanishing integer. It remains to show that g actually has (p, v) among its periods. If we let TxT2 = T, it follows that T'=T. Suppose that g is not invariant under T. Then T(g) =g' is periodic and not identical with g. Moreover
Thus g and g' are both invariant under T. Hence g and g', both of which are of class A, can have no points in common. The unending geodesic g divides the plane 0, excluding g, into two open sets 0i and 02 in one of which g' lies.
We can assume that g' lies in 02. The geodesic g' divides the plane 0 into two open sets ®{ and 02', of which one, and we assume it to be 0/, contains g, and hence 0i. Then T(0i) =0/ and T(@x) contains 0i and additional points. But T2(0i)=T(0i) contains 0i and additional points. In general, 7*(0i) contains 0i and additional points, if k>0. Since Tl(g)=g, itfollows that T;(0i) =0i and we have a contradiction, if i is positive. Similar arguments apply if i is negative.
The proof of the theorem is complete.
4. A class of closed orientable manifolds of genus one. Let M(F, I) be a doubly-periodic Riemannian manifold. Then F(x, y) is invariant under a group G of translations.
We note that the assumption that F satisfies (2.2) is now implied by the assumption F>0. For F is continuous and assumes all its values in a parallelogram.
It follows that F has a positive lower bound and a positive upper bound.
Since F is invariant under the group G, the metric ( If (x< y) is a point of 0 and 0^</><2ir, the triple of numbers (x, y, <p) determines a direction <p at the point (x, y) of © if we assume that <p is measured in the positive sense from a direction parallel to the positive ar-axis. We term the point P(x, y) the point bearing the element (x, y, <p). Let £ denote the set of elements (x, y, <p), (x, y) in 0, 0tk<p<2w. We topologize the space 6 by considering it as the product of the plane 0 and the unit circle.
A transformation of G transforms a point of 6 into a congruent point or element and we denote by ß the space obtained by identifying congruent points (elements) of £. The space ß is the space of elements on M(F, G) and is a three-dimensional torus. A point in ß is represented in 0 by an infinite set of congruent elements.
The directed geodesies on M(F, G) define a continuous flow 7, in the space ß, where 5 is the arc length along the geodesies (cf., e.g., Hedlund [l], E. Hopf [l] ) that almost all points of Q are on motions which are stable in the sense of Poisson. We will make extensive use of this theorem.
5. Properties of the geodesies on doubly-periodic manifolds which satisfy the non-conjugacy hypothesis. We make the following definition.
(II) Non-conjugacy hypothesis.
There is no pair of mutually conjugate points on any geodesic on M(F).
Theorem 5.1. A necessary and sufficient condition that M(F) fulfill the nonconjugacy hypothesis is that there be only one geodesic segment joining two given points of M(F).
If there are no two mutually conjugate points on any geodesic g on M(F), the geodesic rays issuing from a point P of 0, form a field in 0 in the sense that, if Q is any point of 0 other than P, there is one and only one geodesic ray with initial point P and passing through Q. It follows that there is just one geodesic segment joining two points of M(F).
Conversely, if a geodesic g on M(F) has on it two mutually conjugate points, a segment cr of g containing these mutually conjugate points as interior points is not of class A and the end points of a can be joined by a class A geodesic segment which differs from a. Thus, if the geodesic segment joining any two given points of M(F) is unique, the non-conjugacy hypothesis is fulfilled.
Theorem 5.2. A necessary and sufficient condition that M(F) fulfill the nonconjugacy hypothesis is that all geodesies on M(F) be of class A.
The necessity follows at once from Theorem 5.1. The sufficiency follows as in the proof of Theorem 5.1. We will denote a manifold M(F, I) which fulfills the non-conjugacy hypothesis by M(F, I, II).
It follows from Theorems 3.2 and 5.2 that each unending geodesic on an M(F, I, II) is of the type of an £-line. It is evident that two unending geodesies on M(F, I, II) which are of the types of non-parallel £-lines must cross and thus they intersect in just one point. The question arises as to whether two unending geodesies on M(F, I, II) which arc of the types of parallel £-lincs, or, what is equivalent, of the same type, can cross. As we shall see, the answer is in the negative.
Lemma 5.1. Two unending geodesies on an M(F, I, II) which are of the type of the same periodic E-line cannot intersect.
For suppose that gi and g2 are intersecting unending geodesies on M(F, I, II) and each is of the type of the periodic £-line L. Let (p., v) be the primitive period of L. It follows from Theorem 5.2 that both gi and g2 are of class A. We consider the various possibilities. Case I. gi and g2 are both periodic. It follows from Theorem 3.5 that both gi and g2 have the period (p., v). Since gi and g2 intersect in a point P, it would follow that they intersect in the point PjTiXP^P.
Since gi aad g2 are both of class A, they cannot intersect in two points and we infer that the hypothesis of Case I is impossible.
Case II. One of the pair gi, g2 is periodic, but not both are periodic. It is known (cf. Hedlund [l, Theorem XIII ]) that a class A unending geodesic g which is of the type of a periodic E-line L is either periodic or is asymptotic in both its senses to periodic class A geodesies which are of the type of L. It is also known (cf. Hedlund [l, Theorem XV]) that a geodesic g of class A which is asymptotic to a periodic geodesic b of class A cannot cross any class A periodic geodesic of the type of b. These two statements are incompatible with the hypothesis of Case II and we infer that Case II is not possible. Case III. Neither gi nor g2 is periodic. The point P in which gi and g2 intersect divides gi (g2) into two geodesic rays rj and Si (r2 and s2), all four geodesic rays thus determined having the point P as initial point and no two of the four intersecting in any point other than P. Since gi and g2 are of the same type, the four geodesic rays can be divided into two pairs such that members of the same pair are of the same type. We assume that the notation has been so chosen that rx and r2 are of the same type.
The rays ri and r2 divide the points of the plane 0 which are not on these rays into two open connected sets cr and-X which are separated by the set consisting of the points of ri and r2. (This is easily seen by projecting.the plane stereographically onto the unit sphere. Then the two rays ri and r2, together with the north pole of the sphere, form a Jordan curve on the sphere.) It follows from Theorem 3.3 that a half-strip V (i.e., the set of points between two parallel lines and on one side of a line perpendicular to these two) can be so drawn that ri and r2 lie in T. But then one of the sets cr or X (and we assume that it is cr) lies entirely in F, and hence is of the type of n (and r2).
Let g be a geodesic which passes through P and enters the set a. Then P divides g into two rays of which one, which we denote by r, lies entirely in a. It follows from Theorem XIII of Hedlund [l] , that either g is periodic and of the type of L or r is asymptotic to a periodic (class A) geodesic b which is of the type of L. The first possibility is ruled out by applying Case II to the pair g and gi. If the second possibility holds, it follows from Theorem 3. 4. An unending geodesic on an M(F, I, II) which passes through two congruent points is periodic.
For let P and Q be a pair of congruent points of 0 and let g be an unending geodesic passing through P and Q. Let / be the 73-ray with initial point P and passing through Q. Then I is part of a periodic 73-line L with primitive period (p, v). According to Theorem 3.3 there exists a class A geodesic ray r of the type of / and with initial point P. Since all geodesies on M(F, I, II) are of class A, the unending geodesic g*, of which r is a part, is of the type of an 73-line and must be of the type of L, From Theorem 5.3 we infer that g* is periodic and from Theorem 3.5 that g* has the period (p, v). But then g* must pass through Q and thus is identical with g. It follows that g is periodic.
Theorem 5.5. Two unending geodesies on an M(F, I, II) which are of the same type cannot intersect.
For suppose gx and g2 are unending geodesies on M(F, I, II) which are of the same type and intersect in the point P. It follows from Theorem 5.1 that gx and g2 can intersect in no other point than P. As in the proof of Lemma 5.1, the point P divides gx (g2) into two geodesic rays rx and Sx (r2 and s2), all four geodesic rays thus determined having the point P as initial point and no two intersecting in any point other than P. We can assume the notation has been so chosen that rx and r2 (sx and s2) are of the same type and neither rx nor r2 is of the type Sx or s2.
The rays rx and r2 divide the points of 0 which are not on these rays into two open connected sets of which one, which we denote by a, is of the type of rx (or r2). Similarly the rays Sx and s2 divide the plane 0 into two connected open sets of which one, which we denote by X, is of the type of Si (or s2). The set a can contain no points of Si (or s2), for if this were the case, a would contain all points of sx (or s2) except P, and could not be of the type of rx (or r2).
Similarly, X contains no points of r\ or r2. It follows that either X lies entirely in cr or X contains no point of er. If the first were true, X would be of the type of cr, and thus of the type of n (or r2). Since this is not the case, we infer that X contains no point of a. Similarly a contains no point of X.
Any geodesic segment g* which joins a point 7 in cr and a point U in X must cross one of the rays Si or s2, and one of the rays rx or r2. Since g* can cross gi, which is made up of rx and Si, in at most one point and, similarly, g2 in at most one point, g* must cross both gi and g2. If g is the unending geodesic of which g* is a segment, since g is of class A, g cannot leave the set cr+X except for a finite segment of g* and consequently g must be of the type of gi (or g2). Now consider the set Ç of oriented geodesies each of which has a finite segment with the initial point in X and the terminal point in cr. All oriented geodesies on the closed manifold M(F, G) which are represented by geodesies in the set (7 form a set Ç oí geodesies on M( by the congruent points Q? and (?" is periodic. The periodic geodesic gp is of the type of gi (or g2), and it follows that gi and g2 are of the type of the same periodic 7i-line L. But according to Lemma 5.1, it is impossible for gi and g2 to intersect, as we have assumed.
The proof of Theorem 5.5 is complete. Theorem 5.6. If g is an unending geodesic on an M(F, I, II) and P is a point not on g, there exists one and only one unending geodesic on M(F, I, II) which passes through P and does not intersect g.
It follows from Theorem 5.2 that g is of class A and thus according to Theorem 3.2, g is of the type of an E-line L. If / denotes an £-ray with initial point P and of the type of one of the rays into which L is divided by a point Q, it follows from Theorem 3.3 that there exists a geodesic ray r with initial point P and of the type of /. If g* is the unending geodesic of which r is a subset, g* is of class A, of the type of an E-line, and hence of the type of L. Since P is not on g, g* is not identical with g, and since both g and g* are of the type of L, they are of the same type. We infer from Theorem 5.5 that g and g* cannot intersect.
If there were two unending geodesies passing through P and each of the type of g, we would have two intersecting geodesies of the same type, contradictory to Theorem 5.5.
The proof of the theorem is complete. The preceding theorem can be stated as follows.
Theorem 5.7. The geodesies on an M(F, I, II) can be grouped into K families, the members of any one family forming afield in 0, and any two members from different families intersecting in just one point.
For let L be an 73-line. There exists an unending geodesic g of the type of L. If P is any other point of 0 not on g, it follows from Theorem 5.6 that there is just one unending geodesic gp passing through P and not intersecting g. The geodesic gp is of the type of g and hence of the type of 71. Thus the set Gl of unending geodesies of the type of L cover the plane 0. But according to Theorem 5.5, no two members of the set Gx can intersect and thus the set Gl forms a field in 0. No two of the £-lines passing through the origin are of the same type, and the existence of H families is evident. The last statement of the theorem follows from the fact that unending geodesies which are not of the same type must intersect, and since all geodesies are of class A there can be at most one point of intersection.
6. Non-conjugacy and closed orientable surfaces of genus one. Let M be a two-dimensional Riemannian manifold of class C3 of the topological type of a torus. That is, M is a two-dimensional topological manifold which is homeomorphic to a torus; with each point p of M there is associated a neighborhood N,, which is mapped by a homeomorphism into the interior of the unit circle, x2+y2 < 1, such that the transformation T defined by overlapping neighborhoods is of class C4 with nonvanishing Jacobian; a metric is assigned to each neighborhood Np by assigning a quadratic differential form ds2=fp(x, y)(dx2+dy2) to the unit circle, fP(x, y) being of class C3 and positive, and such that the transformation T defined by overlapping neighborhoods transforms one of the corresponding quadratic forms into the other. The manifold M is a Riemann surface (cf. Koebe [l]) and its universal covering surface can be mapped conformally into the plane 0, thereby defining a metric of the form (2.1) which satisfies (2.
2) and (I). If we denote this latter manifold by M(F, I), M is obtained from M(F, I) by identification of congruent points. Thus M is the manifold M(F, G).
If there are no two mutually conjugate points on any geodesic on M, the corresponding Riemannian manifold defined in 0 is an M(F, I, II). It follows that the theorems of §5 are applicable to the surface M. We state the principal results in the following theorem. Theorem 6.1. Let M be an orientable two-dimensional Riemannian manifold of genus one and of class C3, such that no geodesic on M has on it two mutually conjugate points. Any unending geodesic on M is either a simple closed curve or the topological image of a line. The unending geodesies on M can be grouped into & families such that the members of any one family cover M, no two members of the same family intersect and any two members of different families do intersect. ) and we obtain a quadratic form (2.1) with F(x, y) of class C3 and invariant under a group G which, in this case, contains inversely conformai transformations of 0 into itself, as well as translations.
The manifold M is obtained by identification of points which are congruent under G. The subset of transformations of G which are translations form a subgroup G* which is generated by two linearly independent translations. The manifold M can be considered as obtained by identifying points congruent under G*, thus obtaining a closed orientable manifold AT* of genus one, and then identifying the points of AT* in pairs under an inversely conformai transformation. The statements of the following theorem are then obtained with the aid of Theorems 5.4 and 6.1. Theorem 7.1. Let M be a non-orientable two-dimensional Riemannian manifold of genus two, of class C3, and such that no geodesic on M has on it two mutually conjugate points. The unending geodesies on M can be grouped into i*l families, of which i^o are made up of periodic geodesies, such that at each point of M there are in general two directions (in special cases one direction) which determine members of the same family.
8. The non-focality hypothesis. Let g be an unending geodesic on a doubly-periodic manifold M(F, I). Corresponding to an arbitrary geodesic gi orthogonal to g at a point of g the first focal point Ç of g on gi, taking gi in either sense, is well defined, or fails to exist (cf. Bolza [l, §39]). Each such point Q will be termed a focal point of g. of the type of L and P is any point of 0, there exists a unique geodesic passing through P and orthogonal to g.
If P is on g the statement of the lemma is obvious. If P is not on g, the distance D(P, Q), Q any point on g, has a minimum and assumes this minimum for some point T of g. The geodesic g* passing through P and T is orthogonal to g. Thus the existence of at least one geodesic g* satisfying the desired condition is proved.
Since the non-conjugacy hypothesis is fulfilled, g is of class A, g is simple, and thus g divides the points of 0 not on g into two open sets 0i and 02 which are separated by g. The non-focality hypothesis implies that in at least one of the sets 0i, 02, and we can assume it to be 0i, there is no point P with two geodesies passing through P and orthogonal to g. Suppose gi and g2 are both orthogonal to g at Pi and P2, respectively, and intersect in a point Q which is necessarily in 02-Since L is periodic and g is of the type of L, it follows from Theorem 5.3 that g is periodic. Accordingly there exists a geodesic g * which is congruent to gx and intersects g orthogonally at a point P* such that P2 lies on the open segment PiP* of g. The subset of gx (g*) in 0i is a ray which we denote by rx (rx*). Let the subset of 0i bounded by PiP*, r% and r* be denoted by a. The geodesic g2 enters a at P2, g2 can have no other point in common with g other than P2, and g2 cannot intersect n or r*, for this would imply the existence of different geodesies orthogonal to g and meeting in 0j. But then one of the rays into which P2 divides g2 is of the type of rj (or r*). It follows that g2 is of the type of gx and these geodesies cannot intersect in Q as was assumed.
The proof of the lemma is complete. Let g be any geodesic in the family J. According to Lemma 8.1, the geodesies orthogonal to g also form a field J*(g) in 0. Since two class A geodesies which are of different types intersect, it follows that the geodesies in J*(g) are of the same type and include all the geodesies of this type.
Let gi and g2 be two geodesies in the family J. If Pi is any point of gx and P2 is any point of g2, D(P\, P2) is defined and varies continuously with Pi and P2. Since gi and g2 are periodic with the same period, D(Pi, P2) assumes all its values, if Pi is restricted to a properly chosen finite segment w of gx. It follows that D(Px, P2) assumes its minimum for some pair Qx, Q2, Qi in co, Q2 on g2, and the geodesic segment p joining Qj and Q2 is orthogonal to both gi and g2. The unending geodesic g* of which p is a segment belongs to both the families J*(gi) and J*(g2) and hence these families are identical. Thus the family J*(g) is uniquely determined by L, and we denote this family by J*. Each of the families J and J* forms a field in 0 and each member of J intersects each member of J* orthogonally in a single point. It is well known that this implies that the Gaussian curvature K(x, y) vanishes identically. If this were not the case, there would exist a point (x, y) such that K(x, y)^0. The function K(x, y) is continuous and consequently there would exist a circle v with center (x, y) such that either K(x, y) >0 or K(x, y) <0 in v. But by proper choice of two members of the field J and two members of the field J* we obtain a geodesic quadrilateral q with angles all right angles and lying in v. The Gauss-Bonnet formula implies KFHxdy = 0, and we have a contradiction. Thus K(x, y) =0 and the proof of Theorem 6.1 is complete.
If AT is a closed two-dimensional Riemannian manifold of class C3, corresponding to any point P on any geodesic g on AT there exists a set of focal points determined by P and g. We term the totality of focal points corresponding to all the points of g the focal points corresponding to g. If there are no focal points corresponding to any geodesic on AT, there are no two mutually conjugate points on any geodesic on AT. If, in addition, M is of the topological type of a torus or a non-orientable surface of genus two, the universal covering surface of M can be mapped onto the plane © and is an M(F, I, II, III). If we term a Riemannian manifold for which the Gaussian curvature vanishes identically flat, Theorem 8.1 implies the sufficiency in the following theorem. The necessity is obvious. We denote this two-dimensional Riemannian manifold by M(f) and term it a Riemannian manifold of hyperbolic type. The metric (9.1) assigns a length to any rectifiable curve y on M(f) and we denote this length by L(y). The geodesies corresponding to (9.1) are of class C2 in terms of arc length as parameter and in terms of initial conditions. There is a unique geodesic passing through a point of SF in a given direction.
In the special case when f(u, v) = l, (9.1) reduces to the well known Poincaré metric which defines a hyperbolic geometry in SF. In this case the geodesies are arcs of circles orthogonal to i/and will be termed hyperbolic lines or H-lines. The hyperbolic length or H-length of a curve in ^ is the length of the curve under the assumption f=l.
Given two points P and Q of ~*$f, there is a unique 77-line segment joining these points and the 77-length of this segment is the H-distance H(P, Q) between P and Q.
Again we term a geodesic segment g joining P and Q of class A if g affords an absolute minimum of length relative to all rectifiable curves on M(f) joining P and Q. The manifold M(f) is complete in the sense of Hopf and Rinow, and corresponding to a given pair of points P and Q of ty there exists a class A geodesic segment joining P and Q. We term the length of a class A geodesic segment joining P and Q the distance between P and Q and denote it by D(P, Q). This metric has the usual properties.
A geodesic ray or an unending geodesic is of class A, if every finite segment of the ray or unending geodesic, respectively, is of class A. Geodesic segments geodesic rays, or unending geodesies of class A are evidently simple curves.
Lemma 9.1. If P and Q are arbitrary points of M(f), aH(P, Q) = D(P, Q) g bH(P, Q).
For let y be a class A geodesic segment joining P and Q. We then have 2/(m2 + v2y2 t_ f 2(ù2 + v2yi2 v2 = aH(y) = aII(P,Q).
If we let h denote the 77-line segment joining P and Q, we have r 2/(m2 + v2y2 n 2("
2(ù2 + v2yi2 dt = bH(P, Q).
The proof of the lemma is complete. Let X and Y be point sets of M'. If P is any point of ^ we define the distance from the point P to the set X, or 7?(P, X), by D(P, X) = g.l.b. D(P, x). Theorem 9.2. Every class A unending geodesic on an M(f) is of the type of some JI-line. Conversely, corresponding to an arbitrary H-line h, there exists at least one unending class A geodesic on M(f) of the type of h. The type-distance between an unending class A geodesic and an H-line of the same type cannot exceed the constant R of Theorem 9.1. Theorem 9.3. On an M(f) a class A geodesic ray having P as initial point is of the type of a unique H-ray having P as initial point. Conversely, corresponding to an H-ray with initial point P, there exists a class A geodesic ray on M(f) with initial point P and of the type of the H-ray. The type-distance between two geodesic rays of class A of the same type and with the same initial point, or between a geodesic ray of class A and an H-ray of the same type and with the same initial point cannot exceed R.
An 77-line determines and is determined by its two points at infinity on U. It follows from Theorem 9.2 that an unending geodesic g of class A on an M(f) has among its limit points (in the euclidean sense) two and only two points of U. We term these the points at infinity of g. and an inversion in a circle [March orthogonal to U. Let G be a properly discontinuous group of these transformations. That is, G fulfills the condition that the set of points congruent under G to any point P of ^ does not have P as limit point. Groups such as G are said to be of the first or second kind according as all or not all points of U are limit points of fixed points of transformations of the group. If/(«, v) of (9.1) is invariant under the transformations of G, the metric (9.1) is also invariant under these same transformations, and if congruent points are identified there is defined a manifold M(f, G) with properties depending on the properties of/and G. A geodesic on M(f, G) is represented in SF by a finite or denumerable set of congruent geodesies of M(f).
Let E denote the set of elements (u, v, <p), where u2+v2<l and 0;£</><2x. The point (u, v, <p) of E determines a point P(u, v) of Sf' and a direction <p at P, where we assume that <f> is measured from a direction parallel to the positive M-axis. The point P(u, v) is the point bearing e. To topologize the set E we consider 73 as the topological product öf ^ and a circle with central angle <j>.
A transformation of G transforms a point of 73 into a congruent point or element and we denote by Q the space obtained by identifying congruent points of E. The space 0 is the space of elements on M(f, G). A point of ß is represented in 'í' by a finite or infinite set of congruent elements. We define measure in fí by means of the integral I I I -dudvdó.
It is well known that this measure is invariant under the flow T, defined in Í2 by the directed geodesies on M(f, G) with s the arc length on the geodesies. 11. The non-conjugacy hypothesis. We make the following definition.
(II) The non-conjugacy hypothesis.
There is no pair of mutually conjugate points on any geodesic on M(f). If all the geodesies on M(f) are of class A, it follows from Theorem 9.2 that each unending geodesic is of the type of an 77-line, but we cannot conclude that there is only one geodesic of the type of a given 77-line. Under the same condition, each geodesic ray on AT(/) is of class A and it follows from Theorem 9.3 that a geodesic ray issuing from a point P of ^ is of the type of an 77-ray issuing from P. It is conceivable however that there might be an infinite number of geodesic rays issuing from P and of the type of the same 77-ray.
We denote a manifold M(f, I) which satisfies the non-conjugacy hypothesis by M(f, I, II).
12. Properties of the geodesies on an M(f, I, II). We first prove the following lemma.
Lemma 12.1. Let P be a point of SI' and let A, on U, be a fixed point of a hyperbolic transformation of G. If all the geodesies on M(f) are of class A, there is but one geodesic ray from P to A.
For suppose that there are two geodesic rays ri and r2 from P to A. It follows from a theorem of Morse (cf. Morse [l, Theorem 10]) that each of the geodesic rays issuing from P and with A as point at infinity is either periodic or asymptotic to a periodic geodesic and all such periodic geodesies are of the same type. No two of the geodesic rays from P to A can be asymptotic to the same periodic geodesic (cf. Morse [l, Theorem 6]). Let r3 be a geodesic ray issuing from P into the open set II of ^ bounded by ri and r2. Since all geodesies are of class A, r3 cannot cross ri or r2 in any other point than P and r3 must have A as point at infinity. It follows that r3 is either part of a periodic geodesic g or is asymptotic to a periodic geodesic g. Since r3 cannot be asymptotic to either r\ or r2 (cf. Morse [l, Theorem 6]) g must have on it points in the domain II. But g must emerge from II and hence must cross either n or r2. Suppose that g and ri cross. If gi is the unending geodesic of which ri is part and if gi is periodic, then g and gi are class A periodic geodesies of the same type which cross and this is impossible (cf. Morse [l, Theorem 9] For suppose the theorem is not true. There would then be a point P of ŵ ith two directed geodesic rays rx and r2 with initial point P and of the same type. Since rx and r2 are of the same type, they have the same point at infinity A. Let gx and g2 be the directed geodesies in ^ of which rx and r2, respectively, are rays. Let 73i and B2 be the points at infinity, different from A, of the geodesies gi and g2, respectively.
We do not assume that 73i and B2 are necessarily distinct.
Since all geodesies are of class A, the rays rx and r2 together with their common point at infinity A form a Jordan curve which bounds a region k' of *%. Similarly, the rays PBx and PB2 of gi and g2, respectively, and the arc Pi732 of U which does not contain A bound a region k of *&. Let Q be any point of k and Q' any point of k'. The unique geodesic segment QQ' must cross both gx and g2. It follows that the directed unending geodesic g(Q, Q') of which the directed geodesic segment QQ' is part must have A as one of its points at infinity and its other point at infinity is in the arc BxB2. Let / denote the totality of directed geodesies g(Q, Q'), Q in k, Q' in k'.
In the space £2 corresponding to the manifold obtained by identifying congruent points of M(f, I, II) under the group G, the set J determines an open set J*. But an open set is a measurable set of positive measure and it follows from the hypothesis that M(f, I, II) is Poisson stable that the set J* contains a motion m which is stable in the sense of Poisson. Let g be a directed geodesic in the set J such that g represents m. Then A is one of the points at infinity of g and the other is some point B of the arc BxB2. Let Q be a point of k on g, let r denote the directed geodesic ray QA which is part of g and let e be the initial element of r. It follows from the Poisson stability of m that there is a sequence of elements ex, e2, ■ ■ • on r such that if TV,-is the point bearing e,, then lim¿,+00 Ni = A (in the euclidean sense) and there exist elements e{, el, ■ • ■ , respectively congruent to ex, e2, ■ • ■ , such that lim",+00 e"' =e. Let Tn be the transformation of G such that Tn(en) =e"' ■ Since the set J* is open, there exists an integer K such that en' determines a point in J* if n>K.
Since all the directed geodesic rays with initial element determining a point in the set J* can be represented in S^ by rays with A as point at infinity, we infer that Tn(A) =A, n>K. We evidently have limn,+0O T"(Q) =B (in the euclidean sense).
Since Tn(A)=A, n>K, T" for n>K is either: (1) a hyperbolic transformation with A as one of its fixed points; (2) a parabolic transformation with A as fixed point; (3) an inversion in a circle orthogonal to U and inter-secting U in A ; or (4) an inverse conformai transformation with A as one of its fixed points, the square of which is a hyperbolic transformation.
But for « large, T"(Q) is near B and it is evident that (2) and (3) are excluded for w sufficiently large. Thus there exists a hyperbolic transformation 7 of G with A as one of its fixed points. According to Lemma 12.1 this is impossible if the rays ri and r2 exist.
The proof of Theorem 12.1 is complete. 13. Existence of transitive geodesies. A directed unending geodesic (directed geodesic ray) on Af(/, G) is termed transitive if the elements on the geodesic (geodesic ray) form a set which is everywhere dense in the space ß of elements on M(f, G).
With a manifold M(f, I, II) there is associated a group G and a manifold M(f, G) obtained from M(f, I, II) by identification of congruent points. A directed unending geodesic (directed geodesic ray) on M(f, I, II) is termed transitive if the corresponding geodesic (geodesic ray) on AT(/, G) is transitive. A necessary and sufficient condition that the directed geodesic g (geodesic ray r) on AT(/, I, II) be transitive is that the totality of elements on g (r) and all its congruent copies form a set which is everywhere dense in the set E.
Lemma 13.1. If there exists a point Pofty such that for I, an arbitrary interval of U, the totality of elements on all the geodesic rays of M(f, I, II) from P to points of I and on all copies of these rays forms a set which is dense in E, there exists a transitive geodesic ray from P to some point of I.
The space E contains a fundamental sequence Fi, F2, • • • of neighborhoods such that any neighborhood of any point of E contains a neighborhood of this sequence. It follows from the hypothesis of the lemma that there must exist a closed interval 7i of 7 such that any geodesic ray ri from P to 7i either has on it, or one of the copies of ri has on it, an element in Fi. There exists a closed subinterval 72 of 7i which has analogous properties with respect to F2. Continuing thus, we obtain a sequence of closed intervals 7072D7sZ) • • • and these must have a point A in common. The geodesic ray from P to A is evidently transitive.
Lemma 13.2. The group G corresponding to an M(f, I, II) is of the first kind.
The group G is either of the first or second kind. If G is of the second kind it is known (cf. Ford [l, p. 73]) that the fundamental region of G abuts on the unit circle U in at least one interval 7. But any geodesic on M(f, G) which, is represented in ^ by a geodesic with a point at infinity in the interior of 7 is not stable in the sense of Poisson. Since the set of elements on all such directed geodesies forms an open set in ß we conclude that M(f, I, II) is not Poisson stable, contrary to hypothesis. Theorem 13.1. There exist transitive directed geodesic rays on any M(f, I, II).
The proof of this theorem is similar to that of Theorem 3.1 of Hedlund [2] . We include a proof here for completeness.
It follows from Lemma 13.1 that it is sufficient to show that, if P is a point of ^ and 7 is an arbitrary interval of U, then the set e(P, I) consisting of the elements on all the geodesic rays from P to 7 and on all their copies is everywhere dense in E.
Let e(x, y, <p) be an arbitrary point of E. The element e determines a directed geodesic g, namely, that directed geodesic which passes through S(x, y) the point bearing e and has the direction <p at S. Let A be the initial point at infinity of g, B the terminal point at infinity of g, and h the directed 77-line AB. It follows from Theorem 9.2 that there is a point S' on h such that D(S, S') is not greater than the constant R.
According to known results (cf. Koebe [l, (II), p. 349]) concerning the existence of transitive hyperbolic rays, it follows from the fact that G is of the first kind (Lemma 13.2) that there exists a directed hyperbolic ray PC, C an interior point of 7, such that the directed hyperbolic ray PC is transitive. That is, the elements on PC together with the elements on all copies of PC form a set which is everywhere dense in E. It follows that there exists a sequence Ti, i = l, 2, • • • , oi transformations of G such that (in the euclidean sense) lim",+00 7"(P) =A and lim"^+00 Tn(C) =B. Let P"= 7n(P) and consider the sequence of directed geodesic segments PnS. With increasing « the direction of PVS at S must approach that of g at 5. For otherwise a subsequence of the set of geodesic segments PnS, « = 1, 2, • • • , could be chosen such that this subsequence has as limiting geodesic ray a geodesic ray r with finite end point S, with point at infinity A, and such that r is not identical with the part AS of g. According to Theorem 12.1 this cannot be the case. Thus, if e" is the element of PnS at S, we infer *hat limn_+00 en = e.
To complete the proof of the theorem it remains to show that for « sufficiently large, there is an element e"', congruent to e", in the set e(P, I). The points Tñl(S') have the property that (in the euclidean sense) lim",+" Tñ1(S') = C. The point T¿~l(S) is at a distance not exceeding R from T^~l(S') and hence (in the euclidean sense) lim"^+00 Tn1(S) = C. There exists an Nsuch that for n>N, all the points T"l(S) lie in the domain bounded by 7 and the geodesic rays from P to the end points of 7. But then 7"_1(P"5), n>N, is a segment of one of the geodesic rays from P to 7, and if we let el =7,r1(e"), the element e"' is congruent to e" and in the set e(P, I).
The proof of the theorem is complete. A directed geodesic g on a two-dimensional Riemannian manifold M is transitive, if the elements on g form a set which is everywhere dense among the totality of elements on AT.
Corollary 13.1. There exist transitive geodesies on any closed orientable two-dimensional Riemannian manifold M of class C3 and of genus greater than one provided no geodesic on M has on it two mutually conjugate points. There exist transitive geodesies on any closed non-orientable two-dimensional Riemannian manifold M of class C3 and of genus greater than two provided no geodesic on M has on it two mutually conjugate points.
In either case, the universal covering surface of M can be mapped conformally onto the interior ^ of the unit circle, thus determining a manifold M(f, I, II) and a group G. The manifold M is obtained by identification of points which are congruent under G and the stated corollary follows from Theorem 13.1.
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